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what is your utopia?

Patricia Corcoran

Lynsey Hagen

This is the monologue of a clown
Olympic committee is holding a conference in Sydney
Utopia has a Gang of Five and its members
The extreme confession owns a Past
Today the weather is nice, very nice
The forecast does not predict that of tomorrow
The theory is grey; the pure is takes of some film shots
Please drink the running water after you wash your hands
It is difficult to find the Water in the desert
Although the running water is bleached,
We can release ourselves in the W.C. of the cinema
The discourse of the Power represent a few Buddha statues, bodisattvas and
Dories
The operas have got its tune and beat; vacant and lonely
Criterion, critic plus the footnote and commentary are superb.
Colourful environment is beneficial to the Personal Hygiene
Times has changed and men and women are equal
Aunt Guo has just opened an Auto repair Shop
The technicians are busy working
I gave the Car to the boss to relax
Step forward a bit…
Many problems can not be solved straight away
Returning to the Grassland is not impossible
Equality is always centred ; central is –
Anyhow this is a simple fact.
Excerpt from Poetry Suite: A Quartet of Love and Death in the Cloud
By Ledong G. Cui

Lauren Corcoran

An oft repeated phrase I like to go back to is in the idea of the
imperfect, hope, the possibilities, the human, the seeing, the
imagination, curiosity and wonder that we can encapsulate as
sentient beings. All of that for me is in the Leonard Cohen words
from his song ‘ Anthem’ from the Album ‘The Future’.
“There’s a crack in everything, that’s where the light gets in.”
Sarah Calmus

Elliot Campbell

'togetherness': a walled garden,
crossed by a path and a river that
meet at a bridge in the centre
the garden inhabitants are orchids
and fungi, seemingly unrelated
species who live in symbiosis and
thus mutually sustain life
Ann-Kathrin Müller

utopia is a planet, similar
to earth, but different
and in another universe

Janet Palmer

